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Topics

1. Submission System
2. Submission Process
3. Deadline Policy
Subversion

- TU Graz Subversion Server
- one repository per student
- trunk-branches-tags convention
- one tag per submission
Create Repository

- “WSWT10_[MATRNR]“
  e.g.: WSWT10_00312345
- add the tutors as readers!
  - Ingo Holzmann, ingo.holzmann @ student.tugraz.at
  - Florian Klien, klien @ student.tugraz.at
  - Christian Körner, christian.koerner @ tugraz.at
  - Jan Pöschko, poeschko @ tugraz.at
Structure Your Work

Repository Structure

/trunk/
    a11/
    ...
/branches/
/tags/
    a11/
    ...

little helping script svn_init.sh
Tagging Assignment Submissions

- each assignment has one tag
  - a11
  - a12
  - a13
  - a14
  - a15
  - a2
Tagging

in subversion tagging is a simple copy of a directory

Submission Tagging

$ svn copy https://svn.tugraz.at/svn/\WSWT10_00312345/trunk/a11 https://svn.\tugraz.at/svn/WSWT10_00312345/tags/a11\-m "abgabe a11"
or:
$ ./svn_tag_submission.sh <MATR_NR> <tag>
Checkout

we will checkout your work as follows:

**Subversion Checkout**

```bash
$ svn co https://svn.tugraz.at/svn/\WSWT10_00312345/tags/a11 ./
```
Deadlines
Softdeadline & Harddeadline

- **Softdeadline:**
  - until 12:00 (high noon) submission day.
  - 100% * (your achieved points)

- **between Soft- and Harddeadline:**
  - 66% * (your achieved points)

- **after Harddeadline:**
  - 23:59:59 submission day.
  - 0% * (your achieved points) = 0 points
Deadlines are sharp!

one second later can mean a total loss of your points!
Questions?

- Now!
- post them to the newsgroup (tu-graz.lv.web-science)

Scripts can be found here:
http://www.student.tu­g­raz.at/klien/wswt/
That’s it!

Thanks for your attention.

Scripts can be found here:
http://www.student.tugraz.at/klien/wswt/